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THE HEAT IS ON

OWNER’SMANUAL
READAND SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

ModelsE32rw,E24rw,E18rw,E15rw
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1. INTRODUCTION

Thank you for your trust and support in choosing the RADtec Radiant Heater. Please read the
instructions carefully before operating this product.

You have purchased one of the most advanced heating systems for indoor and covered outdoor
areas. Infrared radiant heat is characterized by a focused distribution of heat which
transports heat evenly to where it is needed.

Keep these instructions for future reference and make sure to pass on the operating instructions
to any subsequent owner of the unit and ensure that any supplements received are included with
the instructions.

2. HOW FAR-INFRARED HEATING WORKS

At RADtec our far-infrared radiant heaters’ energy output is best compared to the warmth of
the sun. To be more specific, our heaters operate just outside of “visible light” on the
electromagnetic spectrum. Infrared light has the lowest frequency of all and therefore also the
lowest energy level. Because of its wavelength, far-infrared “light” waves pass through the air,
traveling around air molecules with virtually no ability to collide with and “excite” (heat)
them. Instead, far infrared waves collide with the surfaces they encounter, gradually warming
the surface (people/objects) within the space. It is what makes infrared heating the most
efficient and healthiest way to heat any indoor or outdoor living space.

RADtec is the choice in electric radiant heaters for your outdoor or indoor areas

Our far-infrared radiant heaters are produced through our unique design and manufacturing
techniques. When finished, this production process delivers our unique aluminum alloy radiant
panels. We at RADtec refer to this as “slimline” technology. The surface of each panel is
prepared with a special coating. Inside, each heater is an embedded heating element. When
supplied with electrical power (turned on), this heating element generates and transfers heat to
people and objects.
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3. PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Discrete, stylish heating for outdoor and indoor areas
RADtec heaters can provide effective and energy efficient comfort heating for outdoor and indoor
areas. RADtec heaters have successfully enabled many entertainment venues such as restaurants,
pubs, and clubs to utilize their outdoor dining areas day and night, all year long. Within your
workplace or business, RADtec can provide heating for designated outdoor smoking and leisure
areas, as well as for workstation spot heating in factories, warehouses, and showrooms. Within
your home, RADtec can provide comfort heating for covered alfresco dining and BBQ areas,
patios, verandas, courtyards, and balconies.

Subtle, Slimline, No-Glow design
The stylish, slimline black face of the RADtec radiant heater does not emit light or glow when in
use, blending elegantly into your décor. Ceiling and wall mounting options ensure that your
valuable floor, lounge and table space is not wasted.

Efficient cost-effective electric heating
The innovative design of the RADtec radiant heater enables comfortable and even heat dispersion
from the surfaces with minimal operating costs.

Design flexibility
Four RADtec models are available, ensuring the heating requirements of any outdoor or indoor
area is possible. Brackets for direct ceiling/wall mounting are supplied with the unit.

Virtually maintenance-free
The RADtec radiant heater incorporates no internal moving parts, ensuring quiet and virtually
maintenance-free operation.

Easy to use
The standard RADtec radiant heater is controlled with a simple on/off operation, and is either
plugged directly into a power supply, or hard-wired. The unit takes approximately 10 minutes to
heat up to maximum temperature and about 30 minutes to cool down, depending upon the
ambient temperature. The higher end units come supplied with a remote control and a timed
automatic shut-off function, giving you the convenience of remote operation.

Environmentally Friendly
RADtec radiant heaters have no byproducts such as carbon or gas while operating.

Free Hand
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4. PERFORMANCEFEATURES

"overage Area #able
Model No. Indoors Outdoor Enclosed Outdoor Exposed
eRAD10R 3Bft2 C2.Dm2 25ft2 C2.3m2 2Bft2 C1.Em2

eRAD15R 5Bft2C4.Fm2 4Bft2 C3.Gm2 3Bft2 C2.Dm2

eRAD18R 5Bft2C4.Fm2 4Bft2 C3.Gm2 3Bft2 C2.Dm2

eRAD24R DBft2CG.4m2 F5ft2 CFm2 5Bft2C4.Fm2

eRAD32R 11Bft2 C1B.2m2 EBft2CD.4m2 GBft2CF.5m2

5. OPERATING CONDITIONS

Ambient'surrounding( #em&erature$
J35KFCF5KF
Rated Voltage$
J 2 2B

Model No Indoors Outdoor Enclosed Outdoor Exposed
15 5Bft2C4.Fm2 4Bft2 C3.Gm2 3Bft2 C2.Dm2

24 DBft2CG.4m2 F5ft2 CFm2 5Bft2C4.Fm2

32 11Bft2 C1B.2m2 EBft2CD.4m2 GBft2CF.5m2
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6. INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS

+, -ualified.nstaller$
A licensedelectrician shouldbeconsultedfor installation,andelectricali

Model No.

E18rw 1800 7.8 78.74220-240
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7. INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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Step 3: Installation of sliding bracket and heater, as arrow points.

Step 4: Fix adjusting bracket into wall with expansion screws.

Step 5: Installation of two adjusting brackets. Make sure to lock brackets tightly by using the
butterfly hand screw.
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8. INSTALLATION DIAGRAM

***This model requires a mounting height of 7-9 feet***
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9. DISPLAY INTERFACE
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10. REMOTE CONTROLLER
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11. CONNECT TO NETWORK
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12. INSPECTION AFTER INSTALLATION
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13. ATTENTION

Due to thermal expansion and contraction, the heater will make noise when turning
on and off. This is a normal phenomenon and will not affect unit performance.

14. STARTING HEATER FOR THE FIRST TIME

1. Do not turn on power before finishing all installation work.
2. Make sure all wired connections are correct and firm.
3. All objects must be removed from heater vicinity.
4. Power-up and observe working status.

13. SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
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14. PACKING LIST

15.PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

1F.WARRANTY O RETURN POLICY

3imited4arranty

RADtec providesa3B-DayReturnWindow (seerefundandreturnpolicyp age) andthefollowing limited
warranty. This limited warranty extendsonly to theoriginal purchaser.

Please notethatanywarranty services orquestionsmustbeaccompaniedby theordernumber fromthe
transactionthroughwhich thewarrantedproduct was purchasedandthe ID numberlocatedontheunit. The
ordernumber and ID #serveasyour warranty numbersandmustberetained, RADtec will offernowarranty
service withoutthese numbers.
RADtec warrantsthisproductanditspartsagainstdefectsinmaterialsorworkmanshipfor3 years̓ parts and
labor (residential use) and2years̓ part and labor (commercial use)fromtheoriginal shipdate.During this
period,RADtec will repairorreplace defectivepartswithnew orreconditionedpartsatRADtecʼs option,

E18rw 44 x 7 x 2.5 18

Free Hand




